
Customer testimonials

The trainer had a deep knowledge of the above and the ability
to make you understand even the most complex parts. In
general, a wonderful job.

I have finished both 5G NR Advanced and 5G NR RF planning
training courses and I highly recommend them.

It was a good training !

l have learned so much on this training. I Got 5 Certificate
compleleted in this training to better unstanstand on how the
5G works today.
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Customer testimonials

The trainer had a deep knowledge of the above and the ability
to make you understand even the most complex parts. In
general, a wonderful job.

I have completed the NR Advanced an RF Planning modules
from 5GWorldPro. I found them really usefull to bridge the gap
between 4G and 5G

As a working telecom professional, this course has added much
value to my skills and I would recommend this to anyone who
has interests in 5G technologies. Thank you 5GWorldPro

This training is a great opportunity to have a solid base in this
technology that is already present and future. It allows you to
understand and know all the technical details about 5G NR.

5GWorldPro provides excellent training services for
telecommunications engineers who want to understand 5G
CRAN, Radios, Beamforming... I highly recommended it!!!
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Thank You 5G worldpro for amazing course design, as RF
planning all concepts are covered in depth. Thank you
Mohamed for the excellent presentation.

Thanks to Al might ALLAH I have glad to taken this 5G NR
Advanced Training . Really very nice training i have attended
from this time.

I really enjoyed the 5G Business Training provided by 5G World
Pro. Mohamed was fantastic ! Thank you so much! I 

5GWorldPro is providing excellent training services for Radio
Engineers who want to understand and have a deep dive into
5G technologies.

5G WorldPro has been providing excellent training in the field
of telecom and RF. Their trainings are delivered by world class
trainers which are deep technical and insightful.
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Outstanding training I recently finished this 5G NR advance
course. Highly recommended to dig into this new technology
and all the concepts such as Massiven It was well-explained. 

It is a great course that covers the 5G network concepts and
technologies. I very appreciate the team preparing this course
and also their supports later

I followed the "5G for everyone" training and I highly
recommend it to anyone wishing to get familiarized with 5G, its
concepts and use cases.

I would like to recommend this course. It provided me a lot of
interesting contents to improve my skills with 6 sessions.
Definitely thank you!

5G Training from 5GWorldPro has a very wide range of and
comprehensive courses. The courses are self-paced and
explained in a very easy to understand manner. 
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I mostly like the fact that the topics are explained in detail so
that people who are interested in the module can get an
important contribution to their knowledge.

It is a great course that covers the 5G network concepts and
technologies. I very appreciate the team preparing this course
and also their supports later

Excellent trainer, good value for money training and must have
learning ressource

It is really helpfull and observed so many information , I am
waiting for another Training

Great Course. Very in-depth and enjoyable. Gained a lot of
knowledge. Highly reccommended.
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5G worldPro excellent training on 5G NR all basic 5G concepts
cleared. 
Excellent !

Mohamed and his team provide very professional trainings, up
to date material and topics. Really many thanks

I recommend to take 5G Trainings online and onlive because the
Trainer make a good and mastering explanation about Modules the
practicals on real world for operators and industrials companies and
cooperators

The trainings were all excellent, very well prepared materials. I
just couldn’t stop but keep on continuing to the next sessions
without delay. 

I would recomment Mohamed for his dept knowlege in RF
training. l have learned so much on this training. I recommend
5GWorldpro Training if you need to know about 5G. 
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Good to be updated on the changes that have taken place. Top marks
for 5G network courses, the instructor makes a dry subject really
interesting and interactive, a good mixture of practical and theory
with enough time to show with real tools.

The basics and in-depth knowledge which he taught in course
NR advanced have been amazing. I would say the best training
I have enrolled in this Pandemic.

A very good training. The good quality of training is that it has
so many pictures and the trainer is trying to explain everything
in a very easy and understanding way.

I recommend 5G WorldPro training such as 5G NR Advanced,
5G NR RF Planning, and 5G KPI Troubleshooting and
Optimization, the contents are good, clear, and comprehensive.

I enjoyed 5G advanced course series with Mohammed, This
video has given me a solid grasp on applications and the
technologies of 3GPP standard.
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I highly recommend "5G NR Advanced training", this course
allowed me to know the main features, design guidelines and
roadmap of 5G NR technology, meeting all my expectations.

Thanks for a comprehensive and valuable training regarding 5G
Advanced and KPI Optimization and low throughput troubleshooting.
You just made this training easy to understand and concepts are very
clear now.

Just finished the course '5G NR Advanced Training', I learned 5G
concepts and features and many details. Very pleased with the way of
explanation, I would highly recommend to all who work in the field of
telecommunications.
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